MWS systems: consumer prices
Prices per piece | As of: 2021-02-18
All prices are net amounts in euros (€) and are plus all statutory taxes and duties (e.g. customs duties) and expenses that are not included in the installation fee and must be clarified individually
with the customer (e.g. necessary construction work that goes beyond the final assembly of the hardware components). The maintenance flat rate and the user fees are adjusted according to the
respective requirements: Index adjustment, price increases/decreases from suppliers (server costs, other cost increases/decreases).
Consumers are locations for MWS systems. For bulk orders with a quantity of 3 or more systems we give quantity discount, which is to be agreed individually. We offer separate franchising offers
for B2B customers who want to make money with distribution of systems.
A MWS system consists of hardware components and software for operation. The system hardware includes a terminal (*) with a touchscreen for function control of the system, a camera box (**)
with camera and laser technology for recording the ball path lines and displaying the ball positions, a remote control for controlling the system and placing the balls, as well as a webcam (*), flat
screen (*)(***) and headset for multimedia conference circuit and communication between two remote locations. An upright maintenance fee is mandatory for the operation of a MWS system. |
(*) Installation on a wall next to the billiard table | (**) Installation on the ceiling above the billiard table | (***) Not included in delivery, is provided by the customer
Hardware that is manufactured by MWS has a warranty for 5 years from commissioning. The manufacturer's respective warranty applies to hardware that is manufactured by another
manufacturer (third party product). MWS attaches great importance to the compatibility of the system with subsequent system generations. MWS guarantees for 5 years from commissioning the
basic functionality of the system - remote billiards - and therefor, if necessary, exchanges the necessary hardware components within this period free of charge. Upgrades exceeding this limit as
well as replacement and repair of hardware outside the warranty must be paid by the customer.
PURCHASE
€ 7,500 full payment system hardware
€ 2,000 first payment system hardware
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€ 1,000 final payment system hardware
One-time costs

€ 1,500 installation fee, commissioning and training | Included are the on the same day carried out final
assembly of the hardware components, commissioning of the system and training on the system. The way
there/back from MWS to/from the customer is included each up to 500km from/to Innsbruck. Services
beyond this are to be agreed separately.
At least 24 x € 150 rental system hardware
48 x € 103 leasing rate system hardware

Monthly costs

€ 60 maintenance fee for remote maintenance, software deployment and updates (features), as well as
usage fees for 3 users included | € 40 for private locations without a club | + € 10 for each additional user
No binding / minimum term | maintenance fee may be suspended temporarily

Term

24 months minimum term
48 months binding, thereafter no binding / minimum term | maintenance fee may be suspended temporarily
after 48 months
System hardware is property of customer
System hardware is property of customer after 48 months, previously it is property of MWS

Structure

System hardware is property of MWS
System software is provided exclusively via the monthly maintenance fee. An upright maintenance fee is
mandatory for the operation of a MWS system.
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For the installation and operation of a MWS system, specific requirements must be met at the location, which must be clarified individually (powerful and stable internet connection and structural
conditions). The expected delivery time must be clarified individually.
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